presents in conjunction with
Accessing Civility: Arizona Forum on Civil Communication

VETERAN - CIVILIAN DIALOGUE

Saturday, February 4, 2012 – 2:00pm    Free Admission

The Empty Space
ASU Performing Arts & Media building
970 E. University Dr., Tempe, Arizona

What happens when veterans and civilians come into conversation?

The Veteran-Civilian Dialogue™ (VCD) is an event of conversation structures between equal numbers of veterans and civilians designed to talk about the impact of war upon both groups--each having something vital for the other.

VCD is an important resource for transitioning soldiers back to civilian life as well as providing a place and invitation for civilians to step forward in new and responsible engagement with veterans. It further addresses the need that both groups have for relationship, resiliency and the overlooked struggle with the moral and psychological impact of war upon both groups.

Given the structure and limited space an RSVP is required. Please send an email to RSVP@intersectionsinternational.org, subject line: “Veteran-Civilian Dialogue – ASU Feb 4, 2012.” Include your name, email address, and phone number. You will be contacted for further information, confirmation, and conversation.

For directions to the ASU Performing & Media Arts building (APMA):
www.asu.edu/map/interactive/?campus=tempe&building=APMA

Questions/inquiries: contact Jennifer Linde 480-727-6763; jlinde@asu.edu

Veteran – Civilian Dialogue is an initiative of
Intersections International, New York, NY

ASU’s presentation of Veteran – Civilian Dialogue is co-sponsored by
the National Communication Association